
SOAP JOURNALING PROCESS 

S - SCRIPTURE:  

• Choose a scripture from you reading and write it in your journal. It will help you to better absorb and 

learn the Word. 

 

O - OBSERVATION:  

• What do you notice in the verses you wrote?  

• What is the author’s main point here? How would the original reader have understood this? 

• What don’t you understand? What questions do you have? 

• What does this say about God? About humans? About God’s plan? 

• How do the verses preceding and following these shape the meaning?  

 

A - APPLICATION:  

• How do these verses affect you?  

• What should you believe differently?  

• What should you do differently? 

 

P - PRAYER:  

• Write a prayer about what you have studied, and what God has shown you.  

• Acknowledge where you are falling short of His will. 

• Ask for His help to remember and apply the truths that you’ve noticed.  

 



PRINCIPLES FOR BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION 

1. The Bible is to be interpreted in the same manner and with the same principles as all other books. It is 

not a unique format that has its own set of rules. 

2. Aim of interpretation is to reproduce the author’s intended meaning: the sense the scriptural writer 

intended for his own words for his original audience. 

3. Man’s basic ability to interpret is not derived from some obscure science, or difficult technical skill, 

open only to the more gifted intellectuals in society. We have the ability to understand communication 

as part of our nature as creatures in the image of God. 

4. What God spoke in the Scriptures, He spoke in human, not heavenly, language. He spoke through 

vocabularies, idioms, circumstances, and personalities of his chosen authors. 

5. Knowledge of the Greek and Hebrew languages are not necessary for our  interpretation work. We can 

lean on those that have produced accurate translations into our own language. 

6. There is a distinction between “meaning” of the text (the idea the author intended to communicate to 

his audience) and its “significance” (the relationship to that meaning and ourselves). 

7. The basic message of scripture is sufficiently clear that all believers able to understand language can 

understand the meaning of the text. 

8. Words and phrases do not have meaning in isolation.  They only contain meaning in the context of the 

author’s full idea. So we must look at the whole of the literary unit (statements, paragraphs, passages), 

the book as a whole, and the canon as a whole, and not words and phrases in isolation. 

9. We should seek to take the author’s idea and formulate a succinct, polished, universal statement, and 

then apply that specifically to our lives. In other words, we should seek to obey what we understand. 

10. We must seek interpretation through the hard work of exegesis, and not from sentiment, or from 

seeking our own personal “divine inspiration” in our understanding. The human authors were divinely 

inspired and wrote texts for us to understand according to the laws of human communication.  

11. We must look to The Holy Spirit’s guidance as the “unveiler” of significance, relevance, and personal 

application.  Through prayer, we listen for how he is telling us to apply and obey the scriptures. 

12. Valid interpretations are subject to rational defense. We never say “well that’s the way I feel about it...” 

or “that’s what it means to me…” when we are challenged in our understanding.  


